Abstract
Introduction
Studies of schizophrenia, Parkinson's disease, Alzheimer's disease and other illnesses caused by disruption of brain functions, are often based on collections of brain images, usually obtained at different resolutions through computer tomography for human subjects, or through surgical procedures for other species. Atlases have been a common way to organize such image series. Multiple examples of such atlases with corresponding image segmentation and 2D and 3D visualization techniques have been developed [e.g., for mouse brain: 3, 4, 8, 12, 13] ; several are available online [see 11] . A comprehensive list of available brain data sources and atlases is maintained by [6] .
Lack of interoperability across different functional and anatomical data sources has been a common problem with these atlases. It has been difficult and time-consuming to align and correlate data under control of different atlas systems manually, even less so automatically. A notable exception are techniques developed within the LONI pipeline processing environment [10] which is designed to support brain atlas generation workflow composed from distributed processing components, and focuses on seamless exchange of image data across them. Several other projects, focused primarily on primate brain, are designing tools for brain cartography from heterogeneous data [15] . However, on-demand integration of heterogeneous spatial datasets remains a serious challenge. In particular, queries such as "which atlas sources provide images for user-selected area of the brain at a given resolution", or "display image segmentations available in one atlas over a newly obtained image stored in a different location on the grid", or "compare protein distributions in a given area of the brain available at several atlas sources" -could not be answered without a dedicated infrastructure, where atlas data sources can be queried spatially. Such an infrastructure is being developed within the NIH-funded Biomedical Informatics Research Network (BIRN) project. Non-spatial source registration, grid management, mediation and integrated view formulation, and ontology management issues within BIRN, have been addressed elsewhere [eg. 1, 5] . In this paper, we explore principles and techniques that enable spatial data interoperability, including spatial registration, discovery, query, and visualization across brain data sources.
The challenges of spatial integration of brain image data are caused by extreme heterogeneity in image formats, image spatial properties, spatial registration conventions, types and organization of image annotation, access, retrieval and display mechanisms. We address these challenges by (1) organizing standard online spatial data sources and developing spatial source wrappers that handle format and coordinate system conversion, for both image and annotation data, coupled with mechanisms for image cutting and downsampling, and registering and indexing them in a consistent way, using stereotaxic coordinates, and (2) developing a new generation atlas client that can access heterogeneous brain data sources, support query formulation against integrated views over these sources, and visualize and juxtapose images and markup retrieved from them. The paper is structured accordingly: the next section discusses strategies and tools we developed for organizing spatial sources of brain data into a federated system, followed by a section that describes user interface solutions, and a conclusion.
Organization of spatial data sources
The brain image data currently used in this project, derive from published atlases [8] , or are generated in BIRN-affiliated labs at Harvard, Duke University, UCLA, CalTech, and UCSD. They may represent raster images (coronal, sagittal or horizontal) at different resolutions (from 256x256 matrices available from LONI, to ~2Gb microscopic images from NCMIR, UCSD), and differently registered (in stereotaxic coordinates [7, 8] , in image coordinates within an Analyze cube, in ad hoc canvas coordinates of particular drawing/imaging software, etc.). Some of these images may also include vector markup, i.e. delineation of anatomic features, locations of anatomic feature labels and/or other annotations, as well as coordinate grid artifacts. To enable spatial integration of such diverse sources, we organize them into "atlas data sources" by adding explicit spatial registration information, creating image cutting and downsampling wrappers (for raster data) and converting unorganized image markup into queryable vector feature services.
Converting atlas markup into a spatial database
The most recent published atlases of rat and mouse brain [7, 8] LGP, though their precise locations are not known). While such ontology-based heuristics reduce the number of problematic polygons further, the automatic procedure is ultimately followed by an expert check.
The described procedure uses both geometric and semantic considerations to construct, for each atlas plate, a topologically correct polygon coverage in stereotaxic coordinates, which can now be served online. Markup for all layers, including anatomical feature coverages, labels, and background lines, is served as a single ArcIMS feature service [2] , so that it can be retrieved, visualized and queried from an atlas client or middleware as shown below.
Internet sources of brain image data
In addition to serving vector data, the atlas sources are built to serve large (up to 2Gb, in our experience to date) images or image fragments. The data grid environment adopted by BIRN is managed by the SDSC Storage Resource Broker [9] . BIRN users place images under control of SRB, and make them available to selected research collaborators. To retrieve images from the data grid, we designed an ImageMagickbased SRB proxy procedure, which, after being installed at all SRB racks, enables image cutting and downsampling at the source. This approach minimizes data movement in the system and makes it possible to visualize images or fragments at the client at reasonable resolution.
Images that are components of standard atlas collections are organized and served differently. Each image plate is referenced to the stereotaxic coordinate system (with warping as necessary), and served through ArcIMS image service, which ensures that the image fragments retrieved with ArcXML GET_IMAGE requests are small in size, have adequate resolution, and are correctly placed vis-à-vis other spatial data.
Spatial registration sources
Spatial characteristics and access information for both vector and raster atlas sources are referenced in a spatial registration source, built as an Oracle Spatial database. They include:
Service URI (for ArcIMS sources: URL, service name and layer name; for images within SRB: SRB path) Coordinate system of the layer. If the layer is not in stereotaxic coordinates, this information is used to translate client spatial requests into the source coordinate system, and transform responses back into stereotaxic system for display at the client. Plane to which the image or markup belongs, described by the four standard plane equation coefficients, with respect to stareotaxic coordinate axes (dorsal/ventral to bregma; anterior/posterior to bregma; lateral to midsagittal, as used in the canonical atlas [8] .
Positioning of the image within the plane. We borrow from standard GIS georeferencing mechanism of "world files", i.e. recording 6 parameters of offset and pixel size along both axes, and rotation, for each image. When an image is retrieved from a grid source, these parameters are used to translate requests from stereotaxic coordinates to pixel coordinates used by the SRB proxy, and to dynamically generate a world file for an image fragment so that it is correctly positioned in the client's canvas. Note that this information is not used for accessing ArcIMS image services that already serve images in stereotaxic coordinates. Image contour or feature extent as a spatial data object (SDO).
Beyond the spatial characteristics, the registry includes layer names and descriptions (including slice type and the associated numeric constant which may simplify search significantly for non-oblique slices), as well as image thumbnail paths -but these standard accessories are outside the scope of this paper.
A typical spatial query processing scenario
Within the system shown in Figure 1 , the queries outlined in the introduction of this paper are executed using one or both of the following requests:
getSources ({slice_plane_params, 2Dshape}, sp_rel) queries a spatial registration source and returns an XML document with a set of discovered data sources within the user-specified region defined by the equation of the current atlas plane (slice_plane_params) and stereotaxic coordinates of a selection on that plane (2Dshape). Sp_rel specifies an Oracle Spatial predicate (such as intersects, crosses, contains, within a distance of) used to select the sources. If the user requests sources that describe an anatomical feature delineated on several atlas slices, then the request includes a set of (slice_plane_params, 2Dshape) pairs.
getFragment(URI,plane_params,2Dshape,image_dims)
(marked (2) in Figure 1) queries an image or feature source and returns an image or geometry stream respectively, directly to atlas client. The inputs for this request are the service URI retrieved from the spatial registry in the previous request, plus the extent or shape of the data area to be returned (this defaults to the current visible extent of the displayed slice). For ArcIMS sources, this request is converted into an ArcXML statement posted to the source URL, while for grid data sources it is converted to a request against SRB proxy described above.
For more complicated queries, both types of requests will be routed through the BIRN mediator, which is currently being implemented (shown as dotted lines in Figure 1 ). 
The SMART Atlas
The Smart 1 Atlas client is developed as a Java application that can be invoked via Java WebStart from the BIRN portal at www.nbirn.net. The following key functions are supported by the atlas:
Navigating slices by panning/zooming, identifying and selecting anatomical features, browsing and querying feature attributes, modifying display styles, along with other tools common for geographic map navigation. In addition to spatial selection tools available in the ESRI MapObjects Java toolkit [2] , we developed "spherical selection", which performs selection on neighboring slices as well, within the user defined sphere dimensions ( Source discovery by querying the spatial registry, followed by importing the discovered vector and raster data from distributed atlas sources and grid sources, as well as from local storage, and overlaying feature and image data ( Coordinated image visualization. It is often impossible or meaningless to warp images to complete alignment with vector slices (e.g., when comparing different species or development stages.) However, it is possible to visualize such images side-by-side, connecting features based on their relationships in an ontology like the UMLS. As users select features on the left image, the Smart Atlas highlights and color-codes those features in the right image, which reflect concepts that are in particular UMLS relationship with the selected concept (Figure 4 ). This approach allows users to explore topological differences in feature organization across species and/or brain development stages. 
Conclusion
In developing the spatial data federation infrastructure for biological images and markup, we addressed the following issues: (1) an architecture for registering and federating heterogeneous image and markup sources, including grid-based and GIS service-based sources. This architecture emphasizes vector markup sources that can be discovered and queried independently of the images they are derived from. We also outlined the spatial characteristics and core requests needed for discovery and retrieval of large image and vector source fragments in a form that is acceptable to the client. (2) a procedure for ontology-driven construction of a spatial database of segmented anatomical features from unorganized feature markup. We have demonstrated a successful application of this procedure to developing spatial databases for mouse brain feature markup. (3) the development of an atlas client to support both semantic and spatial browsing and querying. We have shown specific spatial navigation and query capabilities of the client, as well as a coordinated visualization technique that uses semantic relationships to bridge otherwise spatially non-alignable slices.
The illustrated Atlas client software and data services are in different stages of maturity. Our future work focuses primarily on developing wrappers for additional spatial data types available in the BIRN grid, and designing automatic spatial registration techniques.
